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Plot For the coronation of the prince of Bali, Chhota Bheem has to go to the palace of his arch-enemy Rangda. Once there, the prince is
kidnapped by her. In order to save the prince, Chhota Bheem and his friends bring him back to the palace. While Chhota Bheem reaches the
palace and makes a hole in the main gate in order to trick Rangda, his friends have to defeat a small army of angry bees. Characters Chhota

Bheem is a small boy who wants to do good. Chhota Bheem is a small boy who wants to do good. Chhota Bheem is a small boy who wants to do
good. Chhota Bheem is a small boy who wants to do good. References External links Category:2013 films Category:Indian films

Category:Indian children's films Category:Adventure films based on actual events Category:2013 animated films Category:Indian animated
films Category:2010s Hindi-language films Category:2010s adventure films Category:2010s children's films Category:Films about the Balinese

people Category:Animated comedy films Category:Indian comedy films Category:Films about insects Category:Films about fairies
Category:Films about reincarnation Category:Films about size change Category:Animated adventure films Category:Animated comedy filmsA
Colorado Springs woman was arrested on Tuesday and charged with aggravated assault after she allegedly punched a man in the face multiple
times at a local salon, CBS Denver reported. Officers from the Colorado Springs Police Department were called to the Perfect Mane and Tail

Salon at 2801 S. Academy Blvd., at about 5:30 p.m. Tuesday. The incident was caught on surveillance video. Police said the 54-year-old victim
walked into the salon but there was allegedly no salonside assistance for him. GET THE FOX NEWS APP The woman, who was on the

business's staff, allegedly confronted him after she saw him in the salon a few days prior, CBS Denver reported. The victim said he went to
another part of the salon to use the restroom, and when he returned, she confronted him, the station reported. The video then shows the woman

in a white polo shirt
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